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Overview - External Round Duct Series
FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Titus External Round Retrofit Terminals can upgrade those old existing
HVAC systems to current standards of energy efficiency and comfort!
External round retrofit terminals are designed to easily convert the old
system powered or constant volume systems to more energy efficient
variable volume systems. They may also be used in newly designed
systems as air measuring devices and exhaust control valves.
With Titus external round retrofit terminals, you never have to worry
about a lengthy conversion process. Compact and light weight, these
units install quickly in cramped spaces, supported only by the existing
ductwork. The simple cylindrical casing matches standard round duct at
both inlet and outlet.

Multiple rolled beads on the casing
ensure roundness, while providing
the benefit of leak free connections
to round ducts.

ECV Series and PECX units can be inserted in branch ducts where no
control units have been before. They may also be used to replace older
units or added to the inlets of existing units that are entirely or partly
deactivated.
The ECV Series terminals are available from Titus with pneumatic, electric,
analog electronic or direct digital controls (DDCs). Flexibility in application
makes selecting Titus external round terminals the simple solution for any
retrofit project.

Field convertible linkage (pneumatic
controls) allows NO/NC changever without
actuator removal.

Both ends are sized to allow easy
insertion into standard hard or flexible
round ducts.
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Stainless steel casing is available for
use in areas where hazardous
envrionments exist.

AeroCross™ multi-point, center
averaging sensor amplifies flow signal
and ensures control accuracy,
regardless of inlet duct configuration.

Delrin® damper bearings are unaffected
by temperature and humidity, and
prevent binding.
Flow measurement taps included
for easy balancing connections.
Cast position indicator on damper shaft
for easier monitoring of damper position.
Shaft is ½-inch diameter for compatibility
uator design.
with almost any actuator
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Sheet metal cover (not shown) protects
pneumatic velocity controller (optional).
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AeroCross™ multi-point, center
averaging sensor amplifies flow signal
and ensures control accuracy,
regardless of inlet duct configuration.

Flow measurement taps included
for easy balancing connections.

EXX

Sheet metal cover protects pneumatic
velocity controller (standard).
Both ends are sized to allow easy
insertion into standard hard or flexible
round ducts.

Flow measurement taps included
for easy balancing connections.

AeroCross™ multi-point, center
averaging sensor amplifies flow signal
and ensures control accuracy,
regardless of inlet duct configuration.
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EXTERNAL ROUND DUCT SERIES

Both ends are sized to allow easy
insertion into standard hard or flexible
round ducts.

